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Background: In March 2020, India declared a nationwide lockdown to control the spread of coronavirus disease
2019. As a result, control efforts against visceral leishmaniasis (VL) were interrupted.

Methods: Using an established age-structured deterministic VL transmission model, we predicted the impact of
a 6- to 24-month programme interruption on the timeline towards achieving the VL elimination target as well as
on the increase of VL cases. We also explored the potential impact of amitigation strategy after the interruption.

Results: Delays towards the elimination target are estimated to range between 0 and 9 y. Highly endemic set-
tings where control efforts have been ongoing for 5–8 y aremost affected by an interruption, for whichwe identi-
fied a mitigation strategy to be most relevant. However, more importantly, all settings can expect an increase in
the number of VL cases. This increase is substantial even for settings with a limited expected delay in achieving
the elimination target.

Conclusions: Besides implementing mitigation strategies, it is of great importance to try and keep the duration
of the interruption as short as possible to prevent new individuals from becoming infected with VL and continue
the efforts towards VL elimination as a public health problem in India.

Introduction
On 25 March 2020, India declared a nationwide lockdown to
control the spread of the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-
19) pandemic.1 As a result, control programmes and preventive
measures against many diseases were altered or interrupted,
including national visceral leishmaniasis (VL) control efforts. VL
is a protozoal infection transmitted by sandflies that causes
fever and eventually death when left untreated. VL is controlled
by indoor residual spraying (IRS) of insecticide and active case
detection (ACD).2 According to the World Health Organization
(WHO) guidelines in response to the pandemic, the VL control pro-
gramme had to suspend all activities, inevitably impacting the
progress towards achieving the target of VL elimination on the
Indian subcontinent (ISC).3
In the past decade, the incidence of VL has decreased drasti-

cally on the ISC due to the implementation of successful control.
The VL control strategy starts with a 5-y ‘attack phase’ that con-
sists of intense IRS and ACD, followed by an ongoing ‘consolida-
tion phase’ with less-intense IRS but increased ACD. The details

of these interventions and their implementation are described in
the WHO guidelines for the control of VL.2 Elimination of VL as a
public health problem is considered to be achieved when the VL
incidence remains <1 VL case per 10 000 people per year at a
subdistrict level for 3 consecutive years.2 It is important to esti-
mate the impact of halting control efforts in terms of the time-
line towards achieving the VL elimination target and the extent
to which the hard-won gains from previous years are lost. Fur-
thermore, decision makers would like to know whether and how
these effects can be mitigated with existing tools.
In this study we quantify the potential impact of the interrup-

tion of the VL control programme in India using an established
deterministic age-structured VL transmissionmodel. More specif-
ically, we estimate both the delay in reaching the VL elimination
target and the increase in true VL incidence (i.e. all cases, not only
those detected). Further, we analyse the impact of a mitigation
strategy, implemented as an extension or a re-introduction of the
attack phase, of equal length as the duration of the interruption
to counter the losses caused by the interruption of the VL control
programme.

© The Author(s) 2021. Published by Oxford University Press on behalf of Royal Society of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene. This is an Open Access
article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/), which permits
unrestricted reuse, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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Methods
Model structure and quantification
We employed the established age-structured deterministic VL
transmission model described by Le Rutte et al.4–7 that captures
the transmission of VL between humans and sandflies on the ISC.
The model considers that most infected individuals are asymp-
tomatic and recover without ever having symptoms; a small frac-
tion (approximately 1.5%) of individuals become symptomatic
and will require treatment or will die, otherwise only a small frac-
tion (approximately 3%) of symptomatic cases recover sponta-
neously. Transmission is driven by exposure to sandflies, which
can pick up infection from symptomatic cases and individuals
with post-kala-azar dermal leishmaniasis (PKDL), a mostly self-
limiting but long-lasting skin condition that occurs in a fraction
(2.5%) of individuals treated for VL. In addition, we consider the
possibility that asymptomatically infected individuals do (model
E1) or do not (model E0) contribute to transmission.
The model incorporates IRS coverage through a user-defined

proportional reduction in the sandfly population density and ACD
through a decrease in the average detection delay of symp-
tomatic cases (baseline 60 d). Parameters governing the natu-
ral history of infection were previously calibrated based on age-
structured data from approximately 21 000 individuals included
in the KalaNet trial in India and Nepal.4,8 The impact of IRS was
estimated using a geographical cross-validation on case inci-
dence in Bihar (approximately 6000 VL cases in eight districts
over a period of 18 months).5,9 A schematic representation of
the model structure is presented in Supplementary Information
Figure S1. The model was coded in R (version 4.0.2; R Founda-
tion for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria), using the pomp
package (version 3.1.1.7); the model code is publicly accessi-
ble at https://about.gitlab.com. We provided the Policy-Relevant
Items for Reporting Models in Epidemiology of Neglected Trop-
ical Diseases (PRIME-NTD) Summary in Supplementary Table S1,
whichwas established to set a standard and increase consistency
among publications using modelling to inform policy.10

Scenarios
We considered populations with different levels of pre-control VL
incidence (both detected and undetected cases) ranging from
2 to 12 VL cases per 10 000 persons per year. During the pre-
control phase we assume only passive case detection is in place,
leading to an average duration between the start of symptoms
and the start of treatment of 60 d. The simulated control pro-
gramme starts with a 5-y attack phase in which we assume IRS,
which reduces the number of sandflies in the model by 67%,
and ACD, which reduces the time to treatment to an average of
45 d. Subsequently, during the consolidation phase, IRS coverage
is reduced to 45% but ACD efforts are further increased, leading
to an average duration to treatment of 30 d. We refer to this sce-
nario as the counterfactual scenario (i.e. no interruption due to
COVID-19 occurs).
Next we defined a range of scenarios in which the aforemen-

tioned control strategy is interrupted by COVID-19 at various time
points during the control program (at 0–15 y after initiation of
control) and for various hypothetical durations of interruption (6,

12, 18 and 24 months), leading to a total of 176 simulations
per model per duration of interruption (11 pre-control endemic-
ity levels×16 time points of interruption during the control pro-
gramme). During an interruption, we assume that no IRS and ACD
take place and that only passive case detection remains, simi-
lar to the pre-control scenario (i.e. an average treatment delay of
60 d). We further assume that the interruption does not change
the rate at which humans are exposed to sandflies or the risk
of developing PKDL and the duration of PKDL. After the interrup-
tion we assume that a control program either follows the orig-
inal planning of interventions (i.e. the ‘interruption scenario’) or
that a mitigation strategy is implemented to counter the effects
of the interruption (‘mitigation scenario’). Here we let mitigation
efforts depend on when the interruption occurs. When the inter-
ruption takes place during the attack phase (i.e. the first 5 y of
a program), the attack phase is extended by the same duration
as that of the interruption. When the interruption occurs during
the consolidation phase (i.e. after ≥5 y of control), a temporary
attack phase similar in length to the duration of the interruption
is initiated after the interruption and before continuing with the
consolidation phase. The additional implemented attack phase
contains an intense IRS strategy (67% sandfly reduction) and an
ACD, leading to a time to treatment of 45 d, similar to the regular
attack phase at the start of the interventions as simulated in the
counterfactual scenario.

Impact assessment
For each combination of pre-control endemicity, timing of
interruption and duration of interruption we compared the coun-
terfactual scenario with the interruption scenario, the interrup-
tion scenario with the mitigation scenario and the counterfac-
tual scenario with the mitigation scenario. We quantified the
impact of the interruption of the VL control programme in terms
of the delay in reaching the elimination target (in years) and the
increase in the cumulative number of newVL cases (detected and
undetected). The target is defined as 1 VL case (detected and
undetected) per 10 000 people per year in the modelled popu-
lation for 3 consecutive years. In previous modelling studies the
time of elimination was defined at the first moment of reaching
an incidence of <1 VL case per 10 000 people per year, however,
in this study we decided to set this target as >3 y of being below
the target incidence, the moment when a setting can be consid-
ered by the WHO for achieving validation of elimination. In case
the elimination target had already been met before the interrup-
tion but was lost due to the interruption, we defined the delay as
the time between the start of the interruption and the moment
when the target was met again after the interruption (i.e. based
on the interruption scenario only). When comparing the scenar-
ios for differences in cumulative incidence we compared the area
under the curve from year 0 (start of the control programme) to
year 30 (by which time the effect of the interruption has fully
waned).

Results
The predicted impact of an interruption due to the COVID-19 pan-
demic on VL elimination in India varies widely between settings.
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Figure 1. Predicted VL incidence over time by model E1. Three interruption scenarios are presented for a setting with a pre-control endemicity of 9 VL
cases per 10 000 persons per year. The white bars at the top of each panel labelled ‘Attack phase’ and ‘Consolidation phase’ represent the course of
the control strategy for the counterfactual scenario. Model E1 assumes that asymptomatic individuals contribute to transmission (see Supplementary
Figure S4 for similar predictions by model E0).

It depends on the stage of the control programme at which the
interruption takes place, the duration of the interruption and the
pre-control endemicity of a setting (Figures 2 and 3 and Supple-
mentary Figures S7–S20). Figure 1 illustrates that the impact of
a 1- (blue line) or 2-y interruption (red line) is largest when the
interruption takes place during the attack phase, followed by the
interruption taking place early in the consolidation phase, and
that the impact is relatively minor when the interruption takes
place late in the consolidation phase for a setting with 9 VL cases
per 10 000 persons per year pre-control.
With regard to the timing of the interruption, we can distin-

guish three types of outcomes compared with the counterfac-
tual scenario (no interruption; grey line in Figure 1). First, there
are settings that experience a delay in achieving the target due
to the interruption (Figure 1, top panel). Second, there are settings
in which the target was already achieved before the interruption
took place but, due to the interruption, the target is lost again
(middle panel). Third, there are settings in which the timing of
achieving the target is not affected by the interruption (bottom
panel). The time for achieving the target for all 11 pre-control
counterfactual scenarios is presented in Supplementary Figures
S2 (model E1) and S3 (model E0). In the counterfactual scenario
for a setting with a pre-control incidence of 9 VL cases per 10 000
persons per year, the target is achieved approximately 6.5 y after
the start of the programme. If the interruption takes place dur-
ing the attack phase, 3 y after the start of the programme (top
panel), a 1-y interruption would lead to a delay of about 3 y and a

2-y interruption to a delay of about 5.5 y. If the interruption takes
place 6 y after the start of the programme, i.e. early in the consol-
idation phase, the achievement of the target would be lost (mid-
dle panel) for both the 1- and 2-y interruption scenarios. It will
take about 5 y or 7 y, respectively, for the target to be achieved
again, counting from the start of the interruption. If the interrup-
tion takes place 13 y after the start of the programme, i.e. late
in the consolidation phase, the timing of the achievement of the
target would not be affected at all (bottom panel).
For the same setting with a pre-control endemicity of 9 VL

cases per 10 000 persons per year, the impact of a mitigation
strategy was also found to vary between scenarios (dotted lines
in Figure 1). If the target is delayed (top panel), a mitigation strat-
egy could reduce this delay by nearly 1 ywith a 1-y interruption or
nearly 2 y with a 2-y interruption. In a similar setting where the
target is lost (middle panel), a mitigation strategy could reduce
the delay by about 0.5 y or 1 y, respectively. If the interruption
occurs after 13 y of control (bottom panel), a mitigation strategy
would obviously not provide benefit in terms of achieving the tar-
get. The outcomes of model E0 were qualitatively similar and are
presented in Supplementary Figure S4.
We also simulated a common Indian setting (with a pre-

control scenario of 7 VL cases per 10 000 persons per year, 7 y
into the control programme) for which the interruption lasted
3 months, as has been reported in certain settings. In this sce-
nario, the timing of achieving the target was not affected (model
E1) or slightly delayed by 6 months (model E0, 12.0 years from
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Figure 2. Heat map of differences in time (years) to achieving the VL elimination target for three comparisons of scenarios using model E1: (A)
interruption vs counterfactual (no interruption), (B) mitigation vs interruption and (C) mitigation vs counterfactual. Both interruption and mitigation
are assumed to last 1 y. The letters D, L and N correspond to the impact of the interruption on the target when comparing the counterfactual scenario
with the interruption scenario—delayed (D), lost (L) or not affected (N)—as illustrated in Figure 1. Results for model E0 are shown in Supplementary
Figure S9.

start of control measures to elimination instead of 11.5 y). Both
models predict that a mitigation strategy has little impact in
these scenarios. Illustrations are presented in Supplementary
Figures S5 and S6.
In Figure 2 we provide an overview of the differences in

delay to achieving the target for 176 scenarios (11 pre-control
endemicity levels [y-axis] and 16 different stages of the con-
trol program at which interruption and mitigation takes place
[x-axis]). In all underlying simulations we assume the interrup-
tion and mitigation scenarios last 1 y. The differences in years
to achieving the target range from 0 to >7 y, where the delay
is highest in a setting with a pre-control VL incidence of 10 VL
case per 10 000 persons per year and an interruption 4 y into the
programme without mitigation (Figure 2A). In 40% of the set-
tings the interruption leads to a delay or a loss of target with
an average delay of 3.5 y. Generally the settings most affected
by an interruption are those with high pre-control endemicities
and when the interruption occurs between 4 and 9 y into the
programme. Typically for settings with lower pre-control inci-
dences, the earlier into the programme the interruption takes
place, the greater the impact. In contrast, for settings with higher
pre-control incidences, the later into the control programme, the
greater the impact. The mitigation strategy reduces the delays
to the target by nearly 9 months on average (Figure 2B). In pre-
viously highly endemic settings (9–12 VL cases per 10 000 per-
sons per year), this increases to an average of 13 months with
a maximum of 7 years reduction. In moderately or low-endemic
settings, a mitigation strategy provides little additional impact,
as the target is estimated to be achieved around the same time
with continued regular interventions. The outlier in Figure 2B (and
Supplementary Figures S8 and S9) is caused by the mitigation
strategy leading to not losing the elimination target, whereas
in the interruption scenario it does (Supplementary Figure S21).
Figure 2C shows that in no case could the simulated mitigation
strategy lead to achieving the target sooner compared with the
counterfactual scenario. Similar simulations with model E0 (in

which only VL and PKDL cases are considered infectious) follow
an identical pattern (Supplementary Figure S9). However, in 75%
of the settings the interruption is estimated to lead to a delay and
the impact occurs over the entire range of pre-control endemici-
ties, but with a lower average delay of 2.5 y. For a setting with a
pre-control incidence of 2 VL cases per 10 000 persons per year,
the delay is estimated to be as high as 6 y.
Should the interruption and potential mitigation last

6 months, fewer settings are estimated to be affected—30%
(model E1) and 65% (model E0) (Supplementary Figures S7 and
S8). The average delays are also expected to be lower, with an
average of 2-y (model E1) and 1.5-y (model E0) delay and a
maximum delay of approximately 6.5 y (models E1 and E0),
about 6 months less compared with a 1-y interruption. However,
should the interruption and potential mitigation last as long as
2 y, the impact would be larger, with about 55% (model E1)
and 80% (model E0) of settings affected, an average delay of
5.5 y (model E1) and 4 y (model E0) in affected settings and a
maximum delay of 9 years (model E1) and nearly 8 y (model E0)
(Supplementary Figures S12 and S13). For all durations of inter-
ruptions, mitigation strategies are most impactful in the areas
that are affected the most. The impact of an interruption and
potential mitigation of 18 months is presented in Supplementary
Figures S10 (model E1) and S11 (model E0), of which the impact
lies between the 1- and 2-y interruptions.
Besides the potential delays in achieving the elimination tar-

get, we also predicted the impact of interruptions on cumulative
VL incidence (detected and undetected cases) (Figure 3). All 176
simulated settings are affected by an increase in incidence due
to the interruption (both model E1 and E0), which ranged from
0.006 to 13 VL cases per 10 000 persons, with an average of
1.8 VL cases per 10 000 persons. The increase was highest in set-
tings with the highest pre-control endemicity (i.e. 12 VL cases
per 10 000 persons per year among the simulated scenarios)
and when the interruption takes place at the start of the pro-
gramme (Figure 3A). This differs from the settings that are most
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Figure 3. Heat map of the differences in cumulative case incidence per 10 000 persons for three comparisons of scenarios: (A) interruption vs coun-
terfactual, (B) mitigation vs interruption and (C) mitigation vs counterfactual. We use a different colour in (B) to indicate the finer scale relative to that
depicted in (A) and (C). The letters D, L and N correspond to the impact of a 1-y interruption on the target when comparing the counterfactual scenario
with the interruption scenario—delayed (D), lost (L) or not affected (N)—as illustrated in Figure 1 (model E0 in Supplementary Figure S16).

affected based on their delay to the target (Figure 2A). A miti-
gation strategy could reduce the cumulative incidence with an
average of about 1 VL case per 10 000 persons in previously highly
endemic settings (9–12 VL cases per 10 000 persons per year). In
moderately or low-endemic settings, a mitigation strategy pro-
vides little additional impact (Figure 3B). A mitigation strategy
can never fully compensate for a previously increased incidence
of VL, however, it can bring the incidence down faster compared
with continuing with the regular control strategy, especially in
high-endemic settings that are 3–7 y into the programme. Similar
simulations with model E0 (in which only VL and PKDL cases are
considered infectious) follow an identical pattern (Supplemen-
tary Figure S16), however, with a higher average cumulative VL
incidence of nearly 3 VL cases per 10 000 persons caused by the
interruption.
After a 2-y interruption, the maximum cumulative incidence

could be as high as 26 VL cases per 10 000 persons in settings
with a pre-control scenario of 12 VL cases per 10 000 persons per
year with the interruption at the start of the control programme
(Supplementary Figure S19). This is twice asmuch comparedwith
a 1-y interruption, while the delay to the target changes from
7 y (1-y interruption) to 9 y (2-y interruption), which might seem
less impactful. A 6-month interruption of the control programme
(Supplementary Figure S14) leads to half the cumulative inci-
dence compared with a 1-y interruption; i.e. 50% less. However,
when comparing a 1-y interruption to a 6-month interruption, the
difference is only 6 months (7 y and approximately 6.5 y); i.e.
8% less. Therefore a longer or shorter duration of the interrup-
tion might not have a major impact on the time to achieving the
target, but it highly impacts the number of additional VL cases.

Discussion
The delay in achieving the VL elimination target is predicted to
vary widely between settings. A 1-y interruption of the VL control
programme can cause 0–7 y of delay in achieving the VL elimina-
tion target compared with without an interruption. In some set-
tings that have already achieved the target before the COVID-19
pandemic, the target can be lost, as VL incidence increases to val-

ues above the target. The length of this delay increases with pre-
control endemicity, the duration of the interruption andwhen the
interruption happens in the programme. However, more impor-
tantly, an increase in VL incidence should be expected in all set-
tings and this increase is, relatively speaking, much greater than
the expected delays. Mitigation strategies can, in certain settings,
help to reduce the timeline towards the elimination target by as
much as about 4.5 y, and more importantly it reduces the num-
ber of new VL cases; however, they can never undo all the losses
caused by the interruption. Therefore, besides mitigation strate-
gies, it is of great importance to try and keep the duration of the
interruption as short as possible to prevent new individuals from
becoming infected with VL, thus both positively impacting the
health of the population and reducing the delay to the VL elimi-
nation target.
As India’s subdistricts all have different pre-control endemic-

ities and were at different stages in the control programme in
2020,we simulated a range of 11 pre-control endemicities aswell
as 16 different years in which the interruption could take place
(from the start of the control programme to 15 y into the pro-
gramme). When interpreting the results, it is important to note
that currently about 80% of subdistricts in India are in the con-
solidation phase,mainly 5–10 y into the programme, ofwhich the
majority can be classified as previously moderately endemic set-
tings (5–10 VL cases per 10 000 persons per year). When includ-
ing a 3-month interruption scenario in such a common Indian
setting, the impact is predicted to be relatively minor. In our
simulations we assume that both the IRS and ACD are imple-
mented successfully during both the attack and consolidation
phase. Further, it is important to note that our model predictions
pertain to the total VL case incidence, including both detected
and undetected cases. We previously showed that an increase
in detection delay (be it due to scaling down control or a pro-
gramme interruption)may result in a decline in reported VL cases,
while transmission is already increasing again.11 Therefore an
evaluation of the actual impact of the COVID-19-related inter-
ruption of VL control should not only be based on reported VL
cases, but also on the distribution of reported detection delays,
as this is an indicator of how many cases potentially remain
undetected.
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Besides the control target for VL on the Indian subcontinent,
the globalWHOVL 2030 target (85%of countries reaching a<1%
case fatality rate due to primary disease12) is also likely to be
impacted by the global interruption of the programme due to
COVID-19. With the predicted increases in VL incidence and the
lack of ACD and treatment during the interruption, an increase
in VL-related mortality can also be expected. We did not present
increased mortality rates as an outcome in this study due to a
lack of data on mortality rates.
Although we aim to reflect the current situation as care-

fully possible, there are many real-life complexities that have
changed during the lockdown period and have potentially influ-
enced the transmission dynamics of VL but are not captured in
the model. These include the massive population movement at
the start of the lockdown, introducing many susceptible individ-
uals from cities into endemic villages and introducing infected
individuals into non-endemic villages. The lockdown then led
to people staying in and around their homes, which also may
have led to changes in the contact rate between humans and
sandflies and thus the transmission dynamics. Individual aspects
such as increased malnutrition and other comorbidities that
impact the course of VL infection and associated infectious-
ness could also adversely impact the transmission dynamics
of VL. Furthermore, we assumed that the care for and follow-
up of detected VL cases (i.e. for detection and treatment of
PKDL) would not be affected by the interruption. We previ-
ously showed that PKDL is an important driver of transmis-
sion after prolonged control.7 However, PKDL detection is likely
to be impaired by COVID-19-related measures, as it relies on
house visits by community healthcare workers. Because the
duration of PKDL is already quite long (5 y in normal situa-
tions) compared with the duration of the interruption consid-
ered here (6–24 months), we expect that this assumption has
little impact. Most likely, more PKDL cases will be detected and
treated after the interruption such that the total average dura-
tion will remain approximately the same. We assumed that dur-
ing the interruption those with symptomatic VL would still seek
treatment (through passive case detection), albeit with longer
delays. However, if individuals with fever completely abstain
from seeking care, our results would be slightly more pessimistic
compared with our current outcomes. The Indian government–
led data collection tool KAMIS showed on 31 May 2020 that
cases were still being detected (passively) during the months of
March–May.
We have simulated a population at the scale of an Indian sub-

district level using a deterministic age-structured model, hence
no spatial heterogeneity or stochastic variation associated with
finite populations was included. These factors are especially
important in subdistricts with very low incidences as well as set-
tings that border subdistricts with different pre-control endemic-
ities from their own. The latter, however, might be less impor-
tant when human movement is restricted. Furthermore, on an
even smaller geographical scale, such as the village level, the
potential effects of an interruption of control measures should
be expected to be more variable, ranging from nothing to out-
breaks as observed in Kosra.13 The latter was most likely influ-
enced by the migration of people in and out of the area, a
phenomenon that was also observed at the start of the Indian
lockdown.

An important factor to consider is that the exact impact of
both ACD as well as IRS on VL incidence remains debated. Even
though their impact has been estimated by thoroughly fitting our
models to data,5 their direct impact still requires further investi-
gation using more direct evidence. Given the uncertainty about
the impact of COVID-19 on the control programmes, we decided
to apply the pessimistic assumption of a complete withdrawal of
all ACD and IRS activities. However, if some IRS still takes place,
or if healthcare workers are still able to identify some individu-
als with fever and refer them to the community hospitals for VL
diagnosis, the impact of COVID-19-related programme interrup-
tion would be less than predicted here.
The simulated interruption of the VL control programme in this

study is attributed solely to the implementation of COVID-19 con-
trol measures. However, other causes could also lead to an inter-
ruption of the control programme, such as civil unrest, a natural
disaster or donor fatigue. Therefore the insights from this work
are not only applicable to the current situation, but also provide
insights into halting the programme due to other causes, empha-
sizing the benefits of continued efforts.
Our results can at most be interpreted as a preview into the

potential impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on VL in the ISC.
Understanding the impact of the lockdown and other associated
COVID-19 control measures on delays towards the VL elimina-
tion target and increased VL incidence will hopefully increase
awareness for the additional health loss suffered by the areas
that still experience VL. We wish to highlight that we should not
lose focus of the VL elimination targets, that previous gains will
to some extent be lost, but that introducing mitigation strategies
and restarting the control programme as soon as it is safe possi-
ble could reduce (but not counter) the losses, resulting in the con-
tinuation of our efforts towards VL elimination as a public health
problem on the ISC.
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Supplementary data are available at Transactions online.
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